2001 grand prix thermostat

I haven't looked under the hood of my step daughters car but her boyfriend couldn't get to it.
Her boss tried and couldn't get to it. Anyone have any suggestions for when I take a look?
Apparently it's in a location that you can't get to which I find hard to believe. It has to be a way
to get to it to change it. What are they doing wrong and what do I do right? How do you change
a thermostat in a Pontiac Grand Prix? I feel your pain. Follow the upper hose. The housing is
usually mounted with two bolts. It is a tight squeeze. Mine I had to remove a heat deflector of
the exhaust manifold for better access. Drain coolant Remove the upper hose at the thermostat
housing. The bolt size should be a metric 13mm. I bought a set of box wrenches with an elbow
and ratchet on the end. Expensive but worth it. They are cheap at Lowe's. I had only 2 degrees
movement and took maybe 10min for removal but it was worth not having to remove more
compo nets for maneuvering. Remove old thermostat and gasket. I figured out the best way. I
told her to take it to the repair shop, have them change it and I'd pay for it. Remove top radiator
hose Take off the goose neck. Theres the thermoustate, pull it out, slip in new one, bolt gasket
and gooseneck back on. Then replace top radiator hose. You need a slimline 13mm racheting
box end wrench, its a pain and takes a bit of skill but thats all you need. You must have the 3.
You are going to have to take off the throttle body, where the throttle cables are connected and
after you remove this you can see 1 of the bolts from the top, just loosen the top bolt a couple
of turns with a open ended wrench it notched out and doesn't have to be taken out all the way.
Should be 13mm bolts holding this on. Share to Twitter Share to Facebook. Newer Post Older
Post Home. How do you change the thermostat in a mercury How do I change the thermostat in
an Pontiac How do you change a thermostat on a buick ren How do I change this thermostat?
How hard is it to change the thermostat on your car? How do i change a thermostat on a
Oldsmobile Cutle How do you change the thermostat on a vw jett How long will it take an
electrician to change the How do you change a thermostat in a Pontiac G How would I change a
thermostat in 92 Buick Roadma How do you change the thermostat for a Hyunda How do you
change the thermostat on a 98 BMW is? Does anyone know how to change a thermostat in a
Change a thermostat in Plymouth voyager? How do I change the thermostat in a Chevy S How
to change a thermostat on a dodge stratus How do you change the thermostat on a Volkswa
How can I change the thermostat that controls the How to change the thermostat on a Chevy
Malibu.? How do you change a head gasket in an 89 Honda Acc How to change a thermostat
valve on a radiator.? Ford orion thermostat change? How do I change a thermostat, hi limit for a
Mayta How do you change a thermostat? Can anyone easily explain how to change a
thermostat? How to change a thermostat in a Saturn SL2? How to change the thermostat on a
jimmy? How to check if Honeywell VE value is work I am a female atempting to change
thermostat in a How to change Thermostat on a HP Johnson ? On a 97 Lincoln Continental 3.
How to change thermostat on my 89 C? Volkswagen jetta 97 overheats how to change thermo
How to change thermostat on chevy malibu? How to change thermostat chevy suburban? How
do you change thermostat on a acura legend? Does anyone know how to change thermostat
and spar How to change thermostat on dodge dakota? How do you change thermostat monte
carlo? How much coolant should I need to remove to change How difficult is it to change
thermostat on How difficult is it to change thermostat for impala? About Me Snyder View my
complete profile. Here are the symptoms associated with this trouble code:. Here are the most
common causes of P Also, a mechanic will typically check under the hood where the radiator
hose meets the thermostat housing. If it is easy to pinch the hose, typically water will be flowing
through it. If you pinch your hose make sure that you are aware of the belted accessories and
the fan. The fan can come on at any time. P is not a serious threat to the immediate drivability of
your Grand Prix. Letting them run too cool can problems after an extended period of time. Good
luck figuring out what is going on with your Grand Prix! Here are the symptoms associated with
this trouble code: Lack of heat â€” The biggest symptom of the P trouble code in the Pontiac
Grand Prix is going to be lack of heat. Service Engine Soon â€” Other than the heater not
working as good, the only other symptom of P is typically the service engine soon light itself.
When a thermostat is stuck open, it allows coolant to flow through the engine at all times. How
to Replace a Thermostat video. Conclusion P is not a serious threat to the immediate drivability
of your Grand Prix. I haven't looked under the hood of my step daughters car but her boyfriend
couldn't get to it. Her boss tried and couldn't get to it. Anyone have any suggestions for when I
take a look? Apparently it's in a location that you can't get to which I find hard to believe. It has
to be a way to get to it to change it. What are they doing wrong and what do I do right? Follow
the upper hose. It is a tight squeeze. Mine I had to remove a heat deflector of the exhaust
manifold for better access. I bought a set of box wrenches with an elbow and ratchet on the end.
Expensive but worth it. They are cheap at Lowe's. I had only 2 degrees movement and took
maybe 10min for removal but it was worth not having to remove more compo nets for
maneuvering. Remove old thermostat and gasket. You must have the 3. You are going to have

to take off the throttle body, where the throttle cables are connected and after you remove this
you can see 1 of the bolts from the top, just loosen the top bolt a couple of turns with a open
ended wrench it notched out and doesn't have to be taken out all the way. Should be 13mm
bolts holding this on. You need a slimline 13mm racheting box end wrench, its a pain and takes
a bit of skill but thats all you need. I have taken it to 2 mechanics and no one can fix it half the
problem is it does it do randomly. And if they get it to happen it won't happen long enough for
them to narrow it down. I got so frustrated 3 seperate times the las time was 5 minutes ago i just
kept the key turned and let it crank till my battery was dead that I turned key and starter barely
cranked and engines begins to turn over I give it some gas pedal and vrooooom car is started. It
has been going on and off like this for about a solid year. Stopped from Octoberish to may.
Remove top radiator hose Take off the goose neck. Theres the thermoustate, pull it out, slip in
new one, bolt gasket and gooseneck back on. Then replace top radiator hose. Trending News.
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secret message. Answer Save. I feel your pain. The housing is usually mounted with two bolts.
Drain coolant Remove the upper hose at the thermostat housing. The bolt size should be a
metric 13mm. How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Still
have questions? Get your answers by asking now. For more information go to Designed for
seamless fit and enduring functionality, Stant OE replacement thermostats provide accurate
control of coolant for steady working temperature of your vehicle's engine. Founded in , Stant
manufactures world-c We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
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Sold. Shop Pontiac Grand Prix Thermostat. Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to
Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : 0. Part Number: GAT Part Number: ST
Product Details Quantity Sold : Sold individually. Part Number: AC Part Number: P Universal Fit.
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Prevents oil, anti-freeze and cylinder pressure from mixing together. A Short Course on Fuel
Systems The most common fuels in use today are gasoline and diesel, however, a number of
new fuels are hitting the market or show promise for the future. More on those alternative fuels
at the end of this article. If the engine temperature is too low, fuel economy will suffer and
emissions will rise. If the temperature is allowed to get too hot for too. This can be caused by a
faulty thermostat. When a defective thermostat no longer opens, the engine will overheat and
cause a breakdown. P Code: Insufficient Coolant Temperature for Closed Loop Fuel Control The
engine not getting up to the temperature needed for closed-loop operation might affect fuel
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